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University Malaysia Pahang (UMP) has o cially been ranked  ve stars for QS Stars Rating on 17 July 2018. QS
Stars rating encompasses of assessment for eight categories namely Teaching, Employability, Research,
Internationalization, Facilities, Innovation, Inclusiveness and Programme Strength.
It is an outstanding achievement for UMP to get  ve star for six out of eight categories audited, which are
Teaching, Employability, Internationalization, Facilities, Innovation  and Inclusiveness. UMP also has managed
to get four star for Research Category and three star for Programme Strength Category.
QS Stars is a rating system providing the institutions with an overall scope which enable the students and
parents to identify the best institutions that meet their needs and requirements. QS Stars assess and
acknowledge the university based on the diverse strength and capability.
This is the  fth  ve stars achievement for UMP after SETARA, MYMOHES, MYRA and Financial Management.
Audited for  ve stars in various rating systems proves that UMP is at the right track in line with top
management aspirations. This  ve star achievement has made UMP as the only university in Malaysia been
ranked  ve star in QS Stars after research universities.
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